National Union president, Fred Rolando, should be complimented on
his decision to have rallies all across the nation on March 24 to save
six day delivery. Lobbying Congress (millionaires) and lobbying
Senators (more millionaires) should only be part of our strategy.
Taking our fight to the streets and building solidarity with our
communities is the only way we are going to win the battle to keep six
day delivery and maintain the USPS as we know it. After all, labor
history in America has shown that all of our gains have been made
through militant action in the streets. Just look what the great postal
strike of 1970 achieved for us!
Remember the three biggest lies corporate America is telling today. 1)
The Postal Service is broke. 2) The Postal Service cannot operate in
the internet age and 3) The Postal Service runs on tax dollars. All
vicious lies in their effort to privatize the USPS. The USPS brought in
$65,200,000,000.00 or 65.2 BILLION DOLLARS last year, in a sluggish
economy! That means there are 65.2 billion reasons greedy Wall
Street barons and corporate America want to privatize the USPS, bust
the Unions and replace all of us with low paid workers with no
benefits. We must fight these filthy rich, privatizing scoundrels with
everything we've got!
Please visit our web site set up by Union Brother Chuck Clark at
(WWW.NALC3825.COM). All of our grievance summaries, including
escalating remedies on 24 different issues are on this web site. We
have added important Step B decisions, Formal A settlements as well
as arbitration decisions and some contentions. You can see how
much money each supervisor in the nation makes. You can also see
the number of stops on each route, and detailed colored maps for
every route in the country!
IN THE STRUGGLE,
Kenneth Lerch
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